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ABSTRACT

Cirjid (Centre of Computer Science and Luw of Bologna
University) has developed a system that applies the study
benejits law of Bologna University. The system is able to
establish the benefits a student is entitled to on the basis of
his fam”ly status and university curriculum, and is intended
to be used by both university students and public
employees charged with applying this law. To achieve this
application we used a prototype version of Z4ilagi, a logic
programming-based expert system shell developed by
Marek Sergot and Yannis Cosmadopoulos at Imperial
College, London. Some characteristics of Zkilagi, and
particularly the possibility of giving conditional answers,
are very useful for this application and for legal problems
in general.

We have developed an additional facility of Zkilagi,
allowing the utilization of questionnaires in order to
simplifi user-system interactwn.

THE EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL ZKILAGi

Xkilagi (Cosmadopoulos and Sergot 1991) is a logic
programming-based expert system shell developed by
Marek Sergot and Yannis Cosmadopoulos at Imperial
College, London. It has been implemented in Lpa Prolog
and, for this application, the version for Macintosh
computers was used.

Xkilagi develops the experience of Apes (Sergot 1983;
Hammond and Sergot 1984), a shell already used in some
legal applications of logic programming (Sergot et al.
1986, and, in Italy, Andretta et al. 1988).

The principal components of Apes are an interpreter,
using the standard Prolog proof procedure, and an
interactive component, based on the query the user model
(the user is considenxl an extension of the knowledge-base,
cf. Sergot 1983). When a goal G cannot be solved on the
basis of the program, the interactive component asks the
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user for information: if G is ground, it asks if it is true
(Yes/No questions); if G is not ground, it asks for a
variable substitution making G true (Wh questions).

Zkilagi keeps many characteristics of Apes, but it
utilizes translation, instead of metainterpretat.ion, extends
the Prolog model with constructive negation, and develops
the query (he user facility with conditional answers so as to
manage hypotheses.

TRANSLATION

Xkilagi is based on the method of translation (cf.
Cosmadopoulos and Southwick 1989), instead ‘of
metairtterpretation,

Metainterpretation has often been used to develop
Prolog based shells, providing an inference engine and a
representation language. The inference engine operates on a
domain program written in the representation language.
The distinction between inference engine and domain
knowledge provides modifiability and clarity, but at the
cost of a loss of efficiency.

The method of translation, based on blending all
metalevel functionalities into the object level, can help to
solve the efficiency problem. The domain program is
translated into a code that can be directly executed by a
Prolog interpreter, taking advantage of its optimization
techniques. This blending transformation happens
automatically during the ‘compile-time’.

CONSTRUCTIVE NEGATION

In Xkilagi, constructive negation (Chan 1988) has been
implemented. Constructive negation is based on the
considmation that, in the compktion of dm program, the

following is a theorem

where Al, .... ~ are the answers to the positive goal Q,

epresented as equations. The rule for constructive negation
s, in fact, the following

-Q=-(I%v... vAn).
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If we apply to - (A ~ v . .. v An) me ~ansformal~ion

defined by Chan (1988, 119), we obtain a disjunction
NA1 V .. . v N&, where every NAi is a normal answer to

the negative goal - A. A normal answer is constituted by a

conjunction of equalities and inequalities.
These inequalities qualify Xkilagi’s answers. For

example, given the progmm

p(a).

IKJ) :- qm.
.

when not(p(X)) is asked, xlagi gives the answer

yes

with the qualifkations

not(X = a) & not (X = b).

Constructive negation allows non ground negative goals
to be correctly executed. So the floundering problem can be
solved.

EXPLICITLY QUANTIFIED NEGATION

Constructive negation, by treating correctly negative
non ground goals as

+ not p(X),

distinguishes them from explicitly quantified negative
goals (cf. Chart 1988, 121) like

+ VY (not p(Y)).

So, Zkilagi’s language allows explicitly quantified
negative goals (or subgoals) to be expressed.

THE SYSTEM-USER INTERACTION

In Xkilagi, as in Apes, the ways to elicit information
from the user can be specified through metadeclaratimts.
So, writing an application with Zkilagi include~

- a logical representation of the domain knowledge (the
language offered by Zkilagi to this purpose is pure
Prolog);

- a definition of the ways of interaction with the user.

For every predicate we can determine how questions
asked by the system will be formulated, by using the
metapredicate template/3. This predicate has the structww

template(cpredica-,elist of variables,ccommeno),

where qredica~ is the name of a predicate of the object
program, <list of variable= is the list of the variables of
the predicate that have to be instantiated, <comment> is
the structure of the question.

In the following example a Yes/No question is defined

template(placed_in(UniversitySchool,City),ll,
KJniversitySchool,’ is situated in ‘,City:?’l).

where the empty list indicates that there is no variable
to instantiate.

Figure 1. YeslNo Question

Is the University Faculty situated in
Bologna ?

Here a Wh question is defined

template(
family_income_eamed_abroad_ofmme,

Sumame,ValueIncomeAbroad),
N&ueIncomeAbmad],
rIncome of the members of
the family of ‘J%me,Surname,’who work abroad]).

F@re 2. Wh Question

Incoma ●f tho memben of gour family who work ●broad

‘ou”’”om”””ad - ~ m
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The metapredicate menu_item can be used to confine the
user’s choices to a predefine set of possible values. For
example

menu_item(attends(Name,Sttmame,UniversitySchool),
wniversitySchool],

[’University’,’Spedal purposes school’,
‘Art school’,’Training college’,
‘Specialization school’,’Othets’],

[Which kind of school does’,
Narne,Surname,’ want to enter ?’1).

Figure 3. Menu question

] lLIhlchklrM.f cchoot do.. @oLwnmiswtorIu.d to.nt.r? I

‘Untuorsiw
“Speciai p~091BS school’
‘art $Choor
‘Wobttitg coilogo’
‘Spociailzation schoor
‘Othoro’

I
1

I
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The user can answer the system questions as follows:

- Yes/No Questions. The user can answer Yes, No, or
Assume true if he does not know whether the fact in
question is true or false. In this last situation he may get a
conditional answer, which is qualified both by the
inequalities resulting from constructive negation and by

those facts assumed true.

- Wh Questions. If the user knows some true instances
of the predicate, he can indicate corresponding values for
the predicate variables. Otherwise, he can answer Don’t
know. In which case, he can obtain a conditional answer,

qualified by the conditions that the predicate variables must
satisfy in order to solve the goal.

THE QUESTIONNAIRES

Developing our application, we realized that, by using
the query the user facility, the system asked numerous
questions, and that correct interpretation of each question
presuppcml an understanding of its relation with others.
So we decided to implement a facility allowing an
interaction through questionnaires, each containing a set of
related questions. Questionnaires can be defined using the
metapredicate menu_form/4, with the following structure:

menu.form(<natn-,<predicat-,
<varirtbks,ccommen~)

where <name> is the name of the questionnaire,
<predicates> is the list of the predicates of the
questionnaire, cvariables> is the list of the variables’ lists
that have to be instantiated through the questionnaire (one
list for each predicate), <comments> is the list of the
questions included in the questiomaire.

Here is an example of a questionnaire declaration:

menu_form(’Economic Requirements’,

[special_indemnity(Name,Sumame,hdemniV),

number_of_family_members-of(Namet

SumameMmFam),

unemployed_chiMren_irt_tie_frtmily_of(N~e,
Sumame,SonsDaughters),

Hy_E@&ti_ti_=k-_fdOme$~e),
has_family_residence(Name,Sumame,’Itiy’),

has_family_member_w*g_~m@Nme,S~e)l,
[~demnity],NumFam],[SonsDaughtersl,EJ Jl,lll.

[~Special family indemnity of ‘J%ne,Sumamel,
[’Number of famity members of ‘J%me,SumameJ ?’1,

[’Unemployed children in the family of’,
Name,Sumame: ?’1,

rIs ‘J%ne,Sumame: already registered in the
University Assistance Files ?’1,

[’IS the family residence of ‘JWrne,Sumame:itt Italy ?1,

~Are there members of the family of ‘JWtne,Sumame,

‘working abroad ?’I]).

The questionnaires are activated with the predefine
predicate

form(cname>,dnpu~)

where <name> is the name of the questionnaire and
cinpuc. is a list of input values for the predicates in the

questionnaire. The questionnaire will not include questions
concerning variables for which input values have been
passed. Those values may be used inside comments. For
example, if the questionnaire defined above is activated
with the call

form(’Economic Re@rements’,mame,Surname]),

the variables Name and Surname being instantiated to
the values ‘giovanni’ and ‘sartor’, the following is
displayed

Figure 4. Questwnnaire ‘Ecorwm”c Requirements’

Specisl f8mily indemnity
of giouonni sartor

~1 IJRssuma True (@

Number of family members
of giouanni sortor ? ~1 ❑ lilssume True @@

Unemployed children In the
family of glouannl saftor ?

l—\1311ssume Tftse m

Is giouanni sartor olraady
registered In the IISSiStOISCO. Ves O No O Don’t Know (@
FilsIs ?

Is the famllg residence of . “es
giouarrssi swtor In Itaig ?

O No 0 Don’t Know B

firm there members of the
faintly of glouennl sorter ● Yes ONa 0 Don’t Know m
working abread ?

A ‘Help button’ is associated with every question on the

questionnaire. By pushing the button, the user can obtain
more detailed information about the question.

THE APPLICATION TO THE STUDY BENEFITS
LAW

The study benefits law applied by Bologna University
was established by State act number 80 dated 14/2/1963
and subsequent modifications, combined with resolution
number 68 of the University Assistance Board (Azienda
Comurtale peril Diritto allo Studio) of Bologna passed on
17/5/1990.

The existing procedures are based on a set of programs,
developed with traditional programming techniques, each
treating a specific partial aspect of the study benefit law.
These procedures can manage only standard cases correctly:
particular cases are dealt with manually or by means of ad
hoc programs.

With this prototype, our basic purpose was to build a
system able to treat all cases expressly contemplated by
existing regulations.

The often desirable isomorphism between legal text arid
logic program (cf. Routen 1988) could be achieved only to
a limited degree, partly because the legal texts we used
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were not clearly formulated. We think that, for somle

aspects of the law on study benefits, our logic program
gives a clearer representation, which may suggest somle
improvements to the natural language text.

STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

The legal effects established by the study benefits law

are the right to enrolment on the Assistance file of the
University Assistance Board and to some economic
benefits.

Emolment on the Assistance File is dependent on some

general requirements and certain economic, family and
study conditions.

Economic and family conditions determine the student’s
economic category, while the student’s scholastic
curriculum determines the merit level. The combination atf
economic category and merit level establish the “layer” alf
beneficiaries the student is to be included in. Each layer
entails a fixed set of benefits.

METHODOLOGY

The study benefits law allows an easy top-down
structuring. In fact, the main rule of the program is the
following:

has_right(Name,Sumame,
enrolrnent+@ssistance_File(Layer)):-

ti:m~eNd_~wmens@me,Smme),
has_economic_category(Name,Sumame,Category),
has_merit_level@kune,SumameJ-evel),
has_layer@hune,SumameJ-evel,CategoryJ-ayer).

The program is divided into four parts, each developing
the definition of one of the predicates appearing in the body
of the rule above. For example, these are the clauses
defining the predicates ‘satisfies~eneral.requirements’ and
‘has_economic_categoW’.

sadsfies~eneral_nx@ements(Name,Stxname):-
attends_university_school(Name,Sumame,

UniversitySchool),

satisfies_enrolment_requirements(Name,Sumame),
has_nationality@kune,SumameJ%tionality),
satisfies_nationality_requirements(Name,Sumame,

Nationality),

has_economic_category(Mrne,Sumame,Category):-
form(’Economic Requirements’,l?Wme,Sumame]),
fiurtily_income_of(Name,Sumame,ValidIncome),
kind_of_fhmily_job_of(Name,SumameXindJob),
number_of_fatnily_members_of@kune,Surname,

NumFam),
unamployed_chihiren_in_the_family_of(Name,

Sumame,UnemployedChildren),
category(Name,SumameJGndJob,VaMIncome,

category).

The predicates appearing in the body of these

clauses are defined by other clauses of the

program (as satisfies= enrolment_requirements and
satisfies_nationality_requmements) or are not defined, and
are to be satisfied through querying the user (for example
has_nationality and number_of:family_members_of).

Belonging to each layer entads a defined set of rights, as
represented in the following clauses:

has_right(Name,Surname,Benetit): -

has_right(lWrne,Sumame,
enrolment_in_Assistance_File(Layer)),

8uaran_yer,Benefit).

guaran@@’A’,Tixti grant for the studies’).
guaran-(’A’,’Accomodation and rent contribution’).
guarantees(’B’:Accomodation and rent conrnbution’).
. . .

We have deemed that the user would normally be
interested in knowing all the benefits he has a right to.

So, the following rule has been defined, whose
activation offers a complete consultation of the system:

benefits=evaluation_of(Name,Sumame):-
has_nght_to(Name,Sumame,

enrolrnent_in_Assistance_File(Layer),
print_benefits(Name,Sumame,Categorytivel&ayer).

The predicate print_benefits displays on the screen or
writes to a file the set of the benefits the applicant is
entitled to.

In our application the main theoretical problems
concerning the legal applications of artificial intelligence
are only marginally involved. Let us recall the following:

- Analogical reasoning. The study benefits law
application does not involve many problems that have to
be solved by analogical reasoning. There are some
interpretation problems concerning concepts used but not
defined in the legal text for example the concepts of “vrdid
degree”, or of “member of the Italian nation”. At present,
the comsponding predicates ae not defined in the program,
and have to be solved querying the user. In the future, in
relation to user requirements, we will consider whether
those predicates cart be defined or whether they must be
heated differently.

- Deontic logic. Study benefits law assigns rights to the
university students, rights that have been formalized in the
Suuctllrex

has-right(Person,Content).

Nevertheless, no specific deontic inference procedure

~ms ~.
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- Non monotonic reasoning. Some default inferences
involved in the application could be treated by means of
negation by failure. Other problems were not considered in

our prototype.

Figures 5 and 6 show an example of user-system
interaction with conditional answers.

Figure 5: ‘Don’t know’ arwwer by the user

THE USE OF QUESTIONNAIRES

Questionnaires simplify the system-user interaction:
instead of answering about twenty questions with twenty
corresponding templates, the user has to fill in only five or
six questionnaires. The system consultation becomes more
friendly, and above all, the user can give most of the
information concerning a certain problem on only one

template, and so he can better understand the meaning of
each question. Moreover, using questionnaires corresponds
to the habits of most users, both the employees who are
already using computer systems, and the students who, like
all of us, are used to filling in forms when dealing with
bureaucracy.

Ham you rmcalvml o degrsm
Worn the Unluersilg since 0 Yes O Ne @ Oen’t Knew =
1987 ?

Ham you alraedy bean
e Ves

student et Unluersity 7 0 No O Oon’t KnoI.u =

Haue you eireedy got the @ Ves
●ssistance fined income ? ONe O Oen’t Know (_@

CEE) cEiEEE3J
Figure 6: Conditional anrwer by the system

I has-rtght[giouaeni, sartor,’ftnad grant for studies’)

CONDITIONAL ANSWERS I ‘“[uellLde9rea-teken-after-t g87(glouann4 mfedl

In our system, the possibility of obtaining conditional
answers is very important, especially for direct use by
students. If a student does not know some datum about his
curriculum or his economic level, he can answer Assume
me or Don’t know. In this case, he can obtain not only a
positive or negative answer, but also the indication of the
conditions concerning the assumed pralicates that have to
be solved in order to obtain a positive answer.

The possibility of leaving some predicates undefined so
as to obtain a conditional answer has a general interest in
the legal domain. In fact, one of the principal criticisms of
the application of law through computer-based systems is
that these systems normally obtain the description of the
facts of the case as art input from the user, and then
establish the legal consequences. In this way a separation
is created between the description (or qualification) of the

facts and the application of the legal rules (cf. Bing 1989).
These moments are, instead, strictly connected in the
activity of the lawyer. In facL the lawyer qualifies the facts
of the case in consideration of the legal rules that can be
applied to them, that is looking at the normative
consequences deriving from that qualification. For
example, let us consider the problem of qualifying the
working activity of a student’s family as independent (self
employed) or as subordinate (employee). In a dubious case,
the lawyer would bear in mind that stricter conditions are
provided for independent work, so that possibly, for the
same revenue level, less benefits would be granted if the
family work were so qualified.

This separation between case description and legal
consequence can be overcome by conditional answers. In
facti the user of our system is not obliged to answer all the
questions he is asked. Problematic qualifications can be left
undefined, so as to obtain a conditional answer it~dicating
the conditions that have to be satisfied to obtain the legal
consequence the query is abut. The user cart then decide
how to complete the case description.

cm
Conditional answers can be generated by the rule of

constructive negations. Let us assume that the applicant
has declared not to be an Italian citizen and has answered
Don’t know to the menu of fig. 3 (choice of the school).
If the remaining conditions for obtaining a grant are
satisfied, the system will give a pxitive but conditioned
(qualit%d) answer the student has a right to the grant if he
attends a school other than a special purposes or a
specialization schcd.

Figure 7: Conditional answer with comtructive negcuion

hetight(glosrannl, ta~or;fttted grent fw studies”)

IF
[ettends(glouer@sarter,H), not(tl - ‘Special purposes sctmoi?,
aat(tl - ‘Ssraeiatizatien schoolYl

Czi3
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